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Abstract

Personalized news recommendation is impor-
tant to help users find their interested news and
improve reading experience. A key problem
in news recommendation is learning accurate
user representations to capture their interests.
Users usually have both long-term preferences
and short-term interests. However, existing
news recommendation methods usually learn
single representations of users, which may be
insufficient. In this paper, we propose a neu-
ral news recommendation approach which can
learn both long- and short-term user represen-
tations. The core of our approach is a news
encoder and a user encoder. In the news en-
coder, we learn representations of news from
their titles and topic categories, and use atten-
tion network to select important words. In the
user encoder, we propose to learn long-term
user representations from the embeddings of
their IDs. In addition, we propose to learn
short-term user representations from their re-
cently browsed news via GRU network. Be-
sides, we propose two methods to combine
long-term and short-term user representations.
The first one is using the long-term user repre-
sentation to initialize the hidden state of the
GRU network in short-term user representa-
tion. The second one is concatenating both
long- and short-term user representations as
a unified user vector. Extensive experiments
on a real-world dataset show our approach can
effectively improve the performance of neural
news recommendation.

1 Introduction

Online news platforms such as MSN News1 and
Google News2 which aggregate news from various
sources and distribute them to users have gained

*This work was done when the first author was an intern
in Microsoft Research Asia.

1https://www.msn.com/news
2https://news.google.com/
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Figure 1: An illustrative example of long-term and
short-term interests in news reading.

huge popularity and attracted hundreds of millions
of users (Das et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2018).
However, massive news are generated everyday,
making it impossible for users to read through
all news (Lian et al., 2018). Thus, personalized
news recommendation is very important for online
news platforms to help users find their interested
contents and alleviate information overload (Lavie
et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2018).

Learning accurate user representations is criti-
cal for news recommendation (Okura et al., 2017).
Existing news recommendation methods usually
learn a single representation for each user (Okura
et al., 2017; Lian et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019).
For example, Okura et al. (2017) proposed to learn
representations of news using denoising autoen-
coder and learn representations of users from their
browsed news using GRU network (Cho et al.,
2014). However, it is very difficult for RNN net-
works such as GRU to capture the entire informa-
tion of very long news browsing history. Wang
et al. (2018) proposed to learn the representa-
tions of news using knowledge-aware convolu-
tional neural network (CNN), and learn the repre-
sentations of users from their browsed news based
on the similarities between the candidate news and
the browsed news. However, this method needs
to store the entire browsing history of each user
in the online news recommendation stage, which
may bring huge challenge to the storage and may
cause heavy latency.
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Our work is motivated by the observation that
the interests of online users in news are very di-
verse. Some user interests may last for a long
time and are consistent for the same user (Li et al.,
2014). For example, as shown in Fig. 1, if a
user is a fan of “Golden State Warriors”, this user
may tend to read many basketball news about this
NBA team for several years. We call this kind of
user preferences as long-term interest. In addition,
many user interests may evolve with time and may
be triggered by specific contexts or temporal de-
mands. For example, in Fig. 1, the browsing of the
news on movie “Bohemian Rhapsody” causes the
user reading several related news such as “Rami
Malek Wins the 2019 Oscar” since “Rami Malek”
is an important actor in this movie, although this
user may never read news about “Rami Malek” be-
fore. We call this kind of user interests as short-
term interest. Thus, both long-term and short-
term user interests are important for personalized
news recommendation, and distinguishing long-
term user interests from short-term ones may help
learn more accurate user representations.

In this paper, we propose a neural news rec-
ommendation approach with both long- and short-
term user representations (LSTUR). Our approach
contains two major components, i.e., a news en-
coder and a user encoder. The news encoder is
used to learn representations of news articles from
their titles and topic categories. We apply attention
mechanism to the news encoder to learn informa-
tive news representations by selecting important
words. The user encoder consists of two modules,
i.e., a long-term user representation (LTUR) mod-
ule and a short-term user representation (STUR)
module. In STUR, we use a GRU network to learn
short-term representations of users from their re-
cently browsing news. In LTUR, we learn the
long-term representations of users from the em-
beddings of their IDs. In addition, we propose
two methods to combine the short-term and long-
term user representations. The first one is using
the long-term user representations to initialize the
hidden state of GRU network in the STUR model.
The second one is concatenating the long-tern and
short-term user representations as a unified user
vector. We conducted extensive experiments on a
real-world dataset. The experimental results show
our approach can effectively improve the perfor-
mance of news recommendation and consistently
outperform many baseline methods.

2 Related Works

Personalized news recommendation is an impor-
tant task in natural language processing field and
has wide applications (Zheng et al., 2018). It is
critical for news recommendation methods to learn
accurate news and user representations (Wang
et al., 2018). Many conventional news recommen-
dation methods rely on manual feature engineer-
ing to build news and user representations (Phelan
et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2010; Li et al., 2010; Son
et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014; Bansal et al., 2015;
Lian et al., 2018). For example, Liu et al. (2010)
proposed to use the topic categories and interests
features predicted by a Bayesian model to repre-
sent news, and use the click distribution features of
news categories to represent users. Li et al. (2014)
used a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei
et al., 2003) model to generate topic distribution
features as the news representations. They repre-
sented a session by using the topic distribution of
browsed news in this session, and the representa-
tions of users were built from their session repre-
sentations weighted by the time. However, these
methods heavily rely on manual feature engineer-
ing, which needs massive domain knowledge to
craft. In addition, the contexts and orders of words
in news are not incorporated, which are important
for understanding the semantic meanings of news
and learning representations of news and users.

In recent years, several deep learning meth-
ods were proposed for personalized news rec-
ommendation (Wang et al., 2018; Okura et al.,
2017; Zheng et al., 2018). For example, Okura
et al. (2017) proposed to learn representations of
news from news bodies using denoising autoen-
coder, and learn representations of users from
the representations of their browsed news using
a GRU network. Wang et al. (2018) proposed to
learn representations of news from their titles via
a knowledge-aware CNN network, and learn rep-
resentations of users from the representations of
their browsed news articles weighted by their sim-
ilarities with the candidate news. Wu et al. (2019)
proposed to learn news and user representations
with personalized word- and news-level attention
networks, which exploits the embedding of user
ID to generate the query vector for the attentions.
However, these methods usually learn a single rep-
resentation vector for each user, and cannot dis-
tinguish the long-term preferences and short-term
interests of users in reading news. Thus, the user
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representations learned in these methods may be
insufficient for news recommendation. Different
from these methods, our approach can learn both
long-term and short-term user representations in
a unified framework to capture the diverse inter-
ests of users for personalized neural new commen-
dation. Extensive experiments on the real-world
dataset validate the effectiveness of our approach
and the advantage over many baseline methods.

3 Our Approach

In this section, we present our neural news rec-
ommendation approach with long- and short-term
user representations (LSTUR). Our approach con-
tains two major components, i.e., a news encoder
to learn representations of news and a user encoder
to learn representations of users. Next, we intro-
duce each component in detail.

3.1 News Encoder
The news encoder is used to learn representations
of news from their titles, topic and subtopic cat-
egories. The architecture of the news encoder in
our approach is illustrated in Fig. 2. There are two
sub-modules in the news encoder, i.e., a title en-
coder and a topic encoder.

The title encoder is used to learn news repre-
sentations from titles. There are three layers in the
title encoder. The first layer is word embedding,
which is used to convert a news title from a word
sequence into a sequence of dense semantic vec-
tors. Denote the word sequence in a news title t
as t = [w1, w2, . . . , wN ], where N is the length of
this title. It is transformed into [w1,w2, . . . ,wN ]
via a word embedding matrix.

The second layer in title encoder is a convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) (LeCun et al., 2015).
Local contexts are very useful for understanding
the semantic meaning of news titles. For exam-
ple, in the news title “Next season of super bowl
games”, the local contexts of “bowl” such as “su-
per” and “games” are very important for inferring
that it belongs to a sports event name. Thus, we
apply a CNN network to learn contextual word
representations by capturing the local context in-
formation. Denote the contextual representation
of wi as ci, which is computed as follows:

ci = ReLU(C ×w[i−M :i+M ] + b), (1)

where w[i−M :i+M ] is the concatenation of the em-
beddings of words between position i − M and
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Figure 2: The framework of the news encoder.

i +M . C and b are the parameters of the convo-
lutional filters in CNN, and M is the window size.

The third layer is an attention network (Bah-
danau et al., 2015). Different words in the same
news title may have different informativeness for
representing news. For instance, in the news ti-
tle “The best NBA moments in 2018”, the word
“NBA” is very informative for representing this
news since it is an important indication of sports
news, while the word “2018” is less informative.
Thus, we employ a word-level attention network
to select important words in news titles to learn
more informative news representations. The at-
tention weight αi of the i-th word is formulated
as follows:

ai = tanh(v × ci + vb),

αi =
exp(ai)∑N
j=1 exp(aj)

,
(2)

where v and vb are the trainable parameters.
The final representation of a news title t is the
summation of its contextual word representations
weighted by their attention weights as follows:

et =
N∑
i=1

αici. (3)

The topic encoder module is used to learn news
representations from its topics and subtopics. On
many online news platforms such as MSN news,
news articles are usually labeled with a topic cate-
gory (e.g., “Sports”) and a subtopic category (e.g.,
“Football NFL”) to help target user interests. The
topic and subtopic categories of news are also in-
formative for learning representations of news and
users. They can reveal the general and detailed
topics of the news, and reflect the preferences of
users. For example, if a user browsed many news
articles with the “Sports” topic category, then we
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Figure 3: The two frameworks of our LSTUR approach.

can infer this user is probably interested in sports,
and it may be effective to recommend candidate
news in the “Sports” topic category to this user.
To incorporate the topic and subtopic information
into news representation, we propose to learn the
representations of topics and subtopics from the
embeddings of their IDs, as shown in Fig. 2. De-
note ev and esv as the representations of topic and
subtopic. The final representation of a news arti-
cle is the concatenation of the representations of
its title, topic and subtopic, i.e., e = [et, ev, esv].

3.2 User Encoder

The user encoder is used to learn representations
of users from the history of their browsed news. It
contains two modules, i.e., a short-term user repre-
sentation model (STUR) to capture user’s tempo-
ral interests, and a long-term user representation
model (LTUR) to capture user’s consistent prefer-
ences. Next, we introduce them in detail.

3.2.1 Short-Term User Representation
Online users may have dynamic short-term inter-
ests in reading news articles, which may be influ-
enced by specific contexts or temporal information
demands. For example, if a user just reads a news
article about “Mission: Impossible 6 – Fallout”,
and she may want to know more about the actor
“Tom Cruise” in this movie and click news arti-
cles related to “Tom Cruise”, although she is not
his fan and may never read his news before. We
propose to learn the short-term representations of
users from their recent browsing history to capture
their temporal interests, and use gated recurrent
networks (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) network to cap-
ture the sequential news reading patterns (Okura
et al., 2017). Denote news browsing sequence
from a user sorted by timestamp in ascending or-

der as C = {c1, c2, . . . , ck}, where k is the length
of this sequence. We apply the news encoder to
obtain the representations of these browsed arti-
cles, denoted as {e1, e2, . . . , ek}. The short-term
user representation is computed as follows:

rt = σ(W r[ht−1, et]),

zt = σ(W z[ht−1, et]),

h̃t = tanh(W h̃[rt � ht−1, et]),

ht = zt � ht + (1− zt)� h̃t,

(4)

where σ is the sigmoid function, � is the item-
wise product, W r, W z and W h̃ are the param-
eters of the GRU network. The short-term user
representation is the last hidden state of the GRU
network, i.e., us = hk.

3.2.2 Long-Term User Representations
Besides the temporal interests, online users may
also have long-term interests in reading news. For
example, a basketball fan may tend to browse
many sports news related to NBA in several years.
Thus, we propose to learn long-term representa-
tions of users to capture their consistent prefer-
ences. In our approach the long-term user repre-
sentations are learned from the embeddings of the
user IDs, which are randomly initialized and fine-
tuned during model training. Denote u as the ID of
a user and W u as the look-up table for long-term
user representation, the long-term user representa-
tion of this user is ul = W u[u].

3.2.3 Long- and Short-Term User
Representation

In this section, we introduce two methods to com-
bine the long-term and short-term user presenta-
tions for unified user representation, which are
shown in Fig. 3.
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The first method is using the long-term user
representation to initialize the hidden state of the
GRU network in the short-term user representation
model, as shown in Fig. 3a. We denote this method
as LSTUR-ini. We use the last hidden state of the
GRU network as the final user representation. The
second method is concatenating the long-term user
representation with the short-term user represen-
tation as the final user representation, as shown in
Fig. 3b. We denote this method as LSTUR-con.

3.3 Model Training

For online news recommendation services where
user and news representations can be computed in
advance, the scoring function should be as simple
as possible to reduce latency. Motivated by (Okura
et al., 2017), we use the simple dot production to
compute the news click probability score. Denote
the representation of a user u as u and the repre-
sentation of a candidate news article ex as ex, the
probability score s(u, cx) of this user clicking this
news is computed as s(u, cx) = u>ex.

Motivated by (Huang et al., 2013) and (Zhai
et al., 2016), we propose to use the negative sam-
pling technique for model training. For each news
browsed by a user (regarded as a positive sam-
ple), we randomly sample K news articles from
the same impression which are not clicked by this
user as negative samples. Our model will jointly
predict the click probability scores of the positive
news and the K negative news. In this way, the
news click prediction problem is reformulated as
a pseudo K + 1-way classification task. We mini-
mize the summation of the negative log-likelihood
of all positive samples during training, which can
be formulated as follows:

−
P∑
i=1

log
exp(s(u, cpi ))

exp(s(u, cpi )) +
∑K

k=1 exp(s(u, c
n
i,k))

,

(5)

where P is the number of positive training sam-
ples, and cni,k is the k-th negative sample in the
same session with the i-th positive sample.

Since not all users can be incorporated in news
recommendation model training (e.g., the new
coming users), it is not appropriate to assume all
users have long-term representations in our mod-
els in the prediction stage. In order to handle this
problem, in the model training stage, we randomly
mask the long-term representations of users with

a certain probability p. When we mask the long-
term representations, all the dimensions are set to
zero. Thus, the long-term user representation in
our LSTUR approach can be reformulated as:

ul =M ·W u[u],M ∼ B(1, 1− p), (6)

where B is Bernoulli distribution, and M is a ran-
dom variable that subject toB(1, 1−p). We find in
experiments that this trick for model training can
improve the performance of our approach.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset and Experimental Settings

Since there is no off-the-shelf dataset for news rec-
ommendation, we built one by ourselves through
collecting logs from MSN News3 in four weeks
from December 23rd, 2018 to January 19th, 2019.
We used the logs in the first three weeks for model
training, and those in the last week for test. We
also randomly sampled 10% of logs from the train-
ing set as the validation data. For each sample,
we collected the browsing history in last 7 days to
learn short-term user representations. The detailed
dataset statistics are summarized in Table 1.

# of users 25,000 # of users in training set 22,938
# of news 38,501 Avg. # of words per title 9.98
# of imprs 393,191 # of positive samples 492,185
NP ratio4 18.74 # of negative samples 9,224,537

Table 1: Statistics of the dataset in our experiments.

In our experiments, we used the pretrained
GloVe embedding5 (Pennington et al., 2014) as the
initialization of word embeddings. The word em-
bedding dimension is 200. The number of filters
in CNN network is 300, and the window size of
the filters in CNN network is set to 3. We applied
dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) to each layer in
our approach to mitigate overfitting. The dropout
rate is 0.2. The default value of long-term user rep-
resentation masking probability p for model train-
ing is 0.5. We used Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
to optimize the model, and the learning rate was
0.01. The batch size is set to 400. The number
of negative samples for each positive sample is
4. These hyper-parameters were all selected ac-
cording to the results on validation set. We used

3https://www.msn.com/en-us/news
4The ratio of the negative sample number to the positive

sample number.
5http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.840B.300d.zip
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impression-based ranking metrics to evaluate the
performance, including area under the ROC curve
(AUC), mean reciprocal rank (MRR), and nor-
malized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG). We
repeated each experiment for 10 times indepen-
dently, and reported the average results with 0.95
confidence probability.

4.2 Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of our approach by
comparing it with several baseline methods, in-
cluding:

• LibFM (Rendle, 2012), a state-of-the-art ma-
trix factorization method which is widely
used in recommendation. In our experiments,
the user features are the concatenation of
TF-IDF features extracted from the browsed
news titles, and the normalized count features
from the topics and subtopics of the browsed
news. The features for news consists of TF-
IDF features from its title, and one-hot vec-
tors of its topic and subtopic. The input to
LibFM is the concatenation of user features
and features of candidate news.

• DeepFM (Guo et al., 2017), a widely used
method that combines factorization machines
and deep neural networks. We use the same
features as LibFM.

• Wide & Deep (Cheng et al., 2016), another
deep learning based recommendation method
that combines a wide channel and a deep
channel. Again, the same features with
LibFM are used for both channels.

• DSSM (Huang et al., 2013), deep structured
semantic model. The inputs are hashed words
via character trigram, where all the browsed
news titles are merged as query document.

• CNN (Kim, 2014), using CNN with max
pooling to learn news representations from
the titles of browsed news by keeping the
most salient features.

• DKN (Wang et al., 2018), a deep news rec-
ommendation model which contains CNN
and candidate-aware attention on the news
browsing histories.

• GRU (Okura et al., 2017), learning news rep-
resentations by a denoising autoencoder and
user representations by a GRU network.

The results of comparing different methods are
summarized in Table 2.

We have obtained observations from Table 2.
First, the news recommendation methods (e.g.
CNN, DKN and LSTUR) which use neural net-
works to learn news and user representations can
significantly outperform the methods using man-
ual feature engineering (e.g. LibFM, DeepFM,
Wide & Deep, and DSSM). This is probably be-
cause handcrafted features are usually not optimal,
and neural networks can capture both global and
local semantic contexts in news, which are useful
for learning more accurate news and user repre-
sentations for news recommendation.

Second, our LSTUR approach outperforms all
baseline methods compared here, including deep
learning models such as CNN, GRU and DKN. Our
LSTUR approach can capture both the long-term
preferences and short-term interests to capture the
complex and diverse user interests in news read-
ing, while the baseline methods only learn a single
representation for each user, which is insufficient.
In addition, our LSTUR approach uses attention
mechanism in the news encoder to select impor-
tant words, which can help learn more informative
news representations.

Third, our proposed two methods to learn long-
and short-term user representations, i.e., LSTUR-
ini and LSTUR-con, can achieve comparable per-
formance and both outperform baseline methods,
which validate the effectiveness of these meth-
ods. In addtion, the performance of LSTUR-con
is more stable than LSTUR-ini, which indicates
that using the concatenation of both short-term
and long-term user representations is capable of
retaining all the information. We also conducted
experiments to explore the performance of com-
bining both LSTUR-con and LSTUR-ini in the
same model, but the performance improvement is
very limited, implying that each of them can fully
capture the long- and short-term user interests for
news recommendation.

4.3 Effectiveness of Long- and Short-Term
User Representation

In this section, we conducted several experiments
to explore the effectiveness of our approach in
learning both long-term and short-term user rep-
resentations. We compare the performance of our
LSTUR methods with the long-term user represen-
tation model LTUR and the short-term user rep-
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Methods AUC MRR nDCG@5 nDCG@10
LibFM 56.52 ± 1.31 25.53 ± 0.81 26.66 ± 1.04 34.72 ± 0.95

DeepFM 58.13 ± 1.69 27.01 ± 0.20 28.37 ± 0.57 36.78 ± 0.62
Wide & Deep 58.07 ± 0.55 27.07 ± 0.37 28.51 ± 0.45 36.93 ± 0.43

DSSM 58.43 ± 0.58 27.25 ± 0.49 28.31 ± 0.60 36.91 ± 0.54
CNN 61.13 ± 0.77 29.44 ± 0.73 31.44 ± 0.87 39.51 ± 0.74
DKN 61.25 ± 0.78 29.47 ± 0.64 31.54 ± 0.79 39.59 ± 0.67
GRU 62.69 ± 0.16 30.24 ± 0.13 32.56 ± 0.17 40.55 ± 0.13

LSTUR-con 63.47 ± 0.10 30.94 ± 0.14 33.43 ± 0.13 41.34 ± 0.13
LSTUR-ini 63.56 ± 0.42 30.98 ± 0.32 33.45 ± 0.39 41.37 ± 0.36

Table 2: The performance of different methods on news recommendation.

Figure 4: The effectiveness of incorporating long-tern
user representations (LTUR) and short-term user rep-
resentations (STUR).

Figure 5: The comparisons of different methods in
learning short-term user representations from recently
browsed news articles.

resentation model STUR. The results are summa-
rized in Fig. 4.

From the results we find both LTUR and STUR
are useful for news recommendation, and the
STUR model can outperform the LTUR model.
According to the statistics in Table 1, the long-
term representations of many users in test data
are unavailable, which leads to relative weak per-
formance of LTUR on these users. In addition,
combining STUR and LTUR using our two long-
and short-term user representation methods, i.e.,
LSTUR-ini and LSTUR-con, can effectively im-
prove the performance. This result validates that
incorporating both long-term and short-term user
representations is useful to capture the diverse
user interests more accurately and is beneficial for
news recommendation.

4.4 Effectiveness of News Encoders in STUR

In our STUR model, GRU is used to learn short-
term user representations from the recent browsing
news. We explore the effectiveness of GRU in en-
coding news by replacing it with several other en-
coders, including: 1) Average: using the average
of all the news representations in recent browsing

history; 2) Attention: the summation of news rep-
resentations weighted by their attention weights;
3) LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), re-
placing GRU with LSTM. The results are summa-
rized in Fig. 5.

According to Fig. 5, the sequence-based en-
coders (e.g., GRU, LSTM) outperform the Aver-
age and Attention based encoders. This is proba-
bly because the sequence-based encoders can cap-
ture the sequential new reading patterns to learn
short-term representations of users, which is diffi-
cult for Average and Attention based encoders. In
addition, GRU achieves better performance than
LSTM. This may be because GRU contains fewer
parameters and has lower risk of overfitting . Thus,
we select GRU as the news encoder in STUR.

4.5 Effectiveness of News Title Encoders

In this section, we conduct experiments to com-
pare different news title encoders. In our ap-
proach, the news encoder is a combination of
CNN network and an attention network (denoted
as CNN+Att). We compare it with several vari-
ants, i.e., CNN, LSTM, and LSTM with attention
(LSTM+Att), to validate the effectiveness of our
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Figure 6: The comparisons of different methods in learning news title representations and the effectiveness of
attention machenism in selecting important words.
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Figure 7: The effectiveness of incorporating news topic and subtopic information for news recommendation.

approach. The results are summarized in Fig. 6.
According to Fig. 6, using attention mechanism

in both encoders based on CNN and LSTM can
achieve better performance. This is probably be-
cause the attention network can select important
words, which can learn more informative news
representations. In addition, encoders using CNN
outperform those using LSTM. This may be be-
cause local contexts in news titles are more impor-
tant for learning news representations.

4.5.1 Effectiveness of News Topic
In this section, we conduct experiments to vali-
date the effectiveness of incorporating topic and
subtopic of news in the news encoder. We com-
pare the performance of our approach with its vari-
ants without topic and/or subtopics. The results
are shown in Fig. 7.

According to Fig. 7, incorporating either top-
ics or subtopics can effectively improve the per-
formance of our approach. In addition, the news
encoder with subtopics outperforms the news en-
coder with topics. This is probably because
subtopics can provide more fine-grained topic in-

formation which is more helpful for news rec-
ommendation. Thus, the model with subtopics
can achieve better news recommendation perfor-
mance. Moreover, combining topics and subtopics
can further improve the performance of our ap-
proach. These results validate the effectiveness of
our approach in exploiting topic information for
news recommendation.

4.5.2 Influence of Masking Probability
In this section, we explore the influence of the
probability p in Eq. (6) for randomly masking
long-term user representation in model training.
We vary the value of p from 0.0 to 0.9 with a step
of 0.1 for both LSTUR-ini and LSTUR-con. The
results are summarized in Fig. 8.

According to Fig. 8, the results of LSTUR-ini
and LSTUR-con have similar patterns. The perfor-
mance of both methods improves when p increases
from 0. When p is too small, the model will tend
to overfit on the LTUR, since LTUR has many pa-
rameters. Thus, the performance is not optimal.
However, when p is too large, the performance of
both methods starts to decline. This may be be-
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Figure 8: The influence of mask probability p on the performance of our approach.

2019 CES Highlights : Innovations in Enviro-Sensing for Robocars
California dries off after storm batter state for days
15 Recipes Inspired By Vintage Movies
Texas State Rep . Dennis Bonnen Elected As House Speaker
Should You Buy American Express Stock After Earnings ?
How Meghan Markle Has Changed Prince Harry Considerably

Figure 9: Visualization of the word-level attentions.

cause the useful information in LTUR cannot be
effectively incorporated. Thus, the performance is
also not optimal. A moderate choice on p (e.g.,
0.5) is most appropriate for both LSTUR-ini and
LSTUR-con methods, which can properly balance
the learning of LTUR and STUR.

5 Visualization of Attention Weights

In this section, we visually explore the effective-
ness of the word-level attention network in the
news encoder. The attention weights in several
example news titles are shown in Fig. 9. From
the results, we find our approach can effectively
recognize important words to learn more infor-
mative news representations. For example, the
words “Enviro-Sensing” and “Robocars” in the
first news title are assigned high attention weights
because these words are indications of news on
technologies, while the words “2019” and “for”
are assigned low attention weights by our ap-
proach since they are less informative. These re-
sults validate the effectiveness of the attention net-
work in the news encoder.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a neural news recom-
mendation approach which can learn both long-
and short-term user representations. The core of
our model is a news encoder and a user encoder.
In the news encoder, we learn representations of
news from their titles and topic categories, and use
an attention network to highlight important words
for informative representation learning. In the user
encoder, we propose to learn long-term represen-
tations of users from the embeddings of their IDs.
In addition, we learn short-term representations of
users from their recently browsed news via a GRU
network. Besides, we propose two methods to fuse
long- and short-term user representations, i.e., us-
ing long-term user representation to initialize the
hidden state of the GRU network in short-term
user representation, or concatenating both long-
and short-term user representations as a unified
user vector. Extensive experiments on a real-world
dataset collected from MSN news show our ap-
proach can effecitively improve the performance
of news recommendation.
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